US Troop Pullout from Afghanistan a Tragedy

India Sounds Alert as ISIS Spreads its Territory to Afghanistan, Pakistan

Governer Wants Thorough Probe into Jalrez Clash

NUG Leaders Accuse Security Officials of Negligence in Wake of Jalrez Battle

EU, Afghanistan Finalize Cooperation Agreement

Constitution

Parliament Rejects Stanezai as Defense Minister

Senate Admonishes Minister Refusing to Appear Before Parliament

WJ Orders Investigations into Jalrez Incident
Policemen Join Taliban Ranks in Zabul

A policeman along with his official vehicle and ammunition joined Taliban fighters in Zabul province. Mohammad Sharif, spokesman of the 37th Military Police Corps, told Pajhwok Afghan News that the policeman had joined the Taliban fighters for a period of four months.

Taliban Chief dead in Landmine Blast

TALOQAN - The ex-vice governor of Taloqan for two years, Abdul Rashid Dost, was killed along with two other people in a landmine blast. Dost was the brother of Jabar Dost, the governor of Taloqan. The blast occurred when the truck carrying a supply of fuel was passing by the road.

Rocket Mortar Hits Military Academy in Kabul, No Casualties

KABUL - A rocket mortar hit the Naval Academy in Kabul, but no casualties were reported. The academy is located in the heart of the city.

Civilian Injured in Kapisa

MAIMONDO - Four civilians were wounded in a suicide attack at the gate of the Provincial Assembly in Kapisa province. The attacker, a woman, detonated a bomb at the gate, but no casualties were reported.

Civilian Among Two Dead in Sar-e-Pul

SAR-e-PUL CITY - Two persons, including a civilian, were killed in a suicide attack at the Sar-e-Pul police headquarters. The attack occurred while the police were responding to a call for help.

Outlook Horoscope

ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 20)
You have too many options to choose from, and it’s hard to make a decision. Your mind is cluttered with negative thoughts. You’re likely to overthink everything and find fault in your current position. You’re not very sociable and don’t enjoy public speaking.

TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 20)
Your current situation is causing you stress, but you need to take a deep breath and relax. You’re likely to overthink everything and find fault in your current position. You’re not very sociable and don’t enjoy public speaking.

CANCER (June 21-July 20)
Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)
You’re likely to overthink everything and find fault in your current position. You’re not very sociable and don’t enjoy public speaking.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
You’re likely to overthink everything and find fault in your current position. You’re not very sociable and don’t enjoy public speaking.

PIESSARS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You’re likely to overthink everything and find fault in your current position. You’re not very sociable and don’t enjoy public speaking.
The Need for Sustainable Kabul-Islamabad Relations

A

lthough relations between Kabul and Islamabad have been quite cordial and amicable, there are several issues that continue to cause friction. One major issue is the conflict in Afghanistan, which has severely impacted the region. The Afghan government and its allies have been fighting against the Taliban for over a decade, and the conflict has spilled over to Pakistan. The Taliban have been accused of using Pakistan as a safe haven to launch attacks in Afghanistan. On the other hand, the Afghan government has been criticized for not doing enough to root out the Taliban in its own territory.

The issue of water is another point of contention. Pakistan claims that Afghanistan is diverting more water than it is entitled to under the Treaty of 1932. This has led to tensions between the two countries, as Pakistan relies on riverine water from Afghanistan for its agriculture. The Afghan government has denied the allegations, stating that Pakistan has made similar claims in the past.

The third issue is the issue of.width. officials from Afghanistan have complained about the lack of progress in the peace talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. Pakistan has been a key mediator in these negotiations, but some officials in Afghanistan feel that Pakistan is not doing enough to pressure the Taliban to make concessions.

By Asymatari

The War Waged for Political Solutions

oone can deny the fact that the war in Afghanistan has been fought not only for territorial control but also for political power. The Afghan government and its allies have been fighting against the Taliban for over a decade, and the conflict has spilled over to Pakistan. The Taliban have been accused of using Pakistan as a safe haven to launch attacks in Afghanistan. On the other hand, the Afghan government has been criticized for not doing enough to root out the Taliban in its own territory.

The issue of water is another point of contention. Pakistan claims that Afghanistan is diverting more water than it is entitled to under the Treaty of 1932. This has led to tensions between the two countries, as Pakistan relies on riverine water from Afghanistan for its agriculture. The Afghan government has denied the allegations, stating that Pakistan has made similar claims in the past.

The third issue is the issue of.width. officials from Afghanistan have complained about the lack of progress in the peace talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. Pakistan has been a key mediator in these negotiations, but some officials in Afghanistan feel that Pakistan is not doing enough to pressure the Taliban to make concessions.

The challenge is evolving, but that one needs to bear in mind that this in the first year the ANSF have taken full responsibility of managing the war in Afghanistan. The situation in Afghanistan remains complex, and the ANSF need to continue to adapt and evolve their strategies to face the evolving threats. The Afghan government and its allies have been fighting against the Taliban for over a decade, and the conflict has spilled over to Pakistan. The Taliban have been accused of using Pakistan as a safe haven to launch attacks in Afghanistan. On the other hand, the Afghan government has been criticized for not doing enough to root out the Taliban in its own territory.

The issue of water is another point of contention. Pakistan claims that Afghanistan is diverting more water than it is entitled to under the Treaty of 1932. This has led to tensions between the two countries, as Pakistan relies on riverine water from Afghanistan for its agriculture. The Afghan government has denied the allegations, stating that Pakistan has made similar claims in the past.

The third issue is the issue of.width. officials from Afghanistan have complained about the lack of progress in the peace talks between the Taliban and the Afghan government. Pakistan has been a key mediator in these negotiations, but some officials in Afghanistan feel that Pakistan is not doing enough to pressure the Taliban to make concessions.

Security Crisis

By Hujjatullah Zia
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Putin Calls Obama, wants dialogue based on equality and respect

International

Neighbouring News

Chinese, Russian Premiers agree to Work for Fruitful Regular Meeting

Beijing - Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said on Sunday that China's economic cooperation with Russia was on track and both sides need to continue to promote fruitful regular meetings in order to achieve cooperation with Russia. The meeting was held by phone between the two leaders. This was the first meeting between the two leaders since the Chinese Premier's recent trip to Russia. China and Russia signed a number of agreements as the leaders agreed to continue regular meetings.

Iran Talks Endgame, Inching Close to Nuclear Deal

A high-level scientific group of experts has met to discuss the possibility of weapons-grade uranium being used in a nuclear weapon in Iran. The group met in Vienna on Saturday to discuss the issue. The meeting was co-chaired by the UN nuclear watchdog and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The group will continue to meet until Friday to discuss the issue further.

Pakistan Military in Final Push toFlush out Militants in N. Waziristan

Pakistan's military has launched a final push to flush out militants from the remote North Waziristan region. The operation, codenamed Operation Zarb-e-Azb, has been in progress since June 2014. The operation has resulted in significant gains against the militants, with many of the key leaders and fighters reportedly killed or captured.

Fierce Clashes Rage in Iraq

Cuban Highlights Role of UN Charter, int’l Law in Ties with US

A friend of the Palestinian people, the true friend of the United States, the principle that strives for the defense of sovereign equality, the principle that is based on the principle of peaceful coexistence, the principle that is based on the principle of self-determination of peoples, the principle that is based on the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of any country.

Cuba, US announce reopening of embassies

The US and Cuba have agreed to reopen their embassies in their capitals, as part of efforts to normalize ties following years of diplomatic estrangement.

US-Cuba relations: The start of something new?

Russian Mullahs Null Selective Sanctions Against Western Nations

Russia has nullified the selective sanctions it imposed against the US and the European Union. The move follows several negotiations between the two sides over the past few months. The sanctions were lifted as a gesture of goodwill and to improve relations between the two nations.

Syrian Army, Hezbollah Tighten Siege on Rebel-Held City Near Lebanon

The Syrian army and Hezbollah have tightened their siege on the city of al-Qamishli, a town near the border with Lebanon. The army has moved in as part of its offensive to retake areas from the rebels.

Syrian forces kill 20 rebels in western Idlib

The Syrian military has killed 20 rebels in western Idlib, near the Turkish border, in recent fighting. The military said the rebels were trying to disrupt a security operation in the area.

Iraqi forces brace for US air strikes in Mosul

The Iraqi government said it was preparing for US-led air strikes to be carried out on positions held by Islamic State in Mosul. The US-led coalition has been planning the operation for weeks.

SyrianRussian Tillerson announces deal to reduce chemical weapons

The State Department has announced a deal with Russia to reduce chemical weapons in Syria. The deal aims to reduce the risk of chemical weapons being used in the future.

Syrian Zeitgeist: A country in crisis

Syria is in crisis as the country is torn apart by civil war. The conflict has resulted in thousands of deaths and millions of refugees. The situation is compounded by the presence of extremist groups, including ISIS, who are fueled by the conflict.

Syrian War: A conflict for power

The conflict in Syria is a conflict for power. The two main players are the Assad regime and the armed opposition. The conflict has resulted in a humanitarian crisis, with thousands of deaths and millions of refugees.

Irán Atomic Bomb Probe May Be Completed in 2015

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) could conclude its investigation into Iran's nuclear program by the end of 2015, a senior UN official said on Tuesday. The IAEA has been investigating Iran's nuclear activities since 2003, and has yet to reach a final conclusion.

Prime Minister of India to Visit Uzbekistan

The Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, is set to visit Uzbekistan in July 2015. This will be the first visit of an Indian Prime Minister to Uzbekistan. The visit is expected to promote bilateral relations and enhance economic cooperation between the two countries.
MPs Push for Rollout of Digital ID Program after Month of Delay

KARUL - President Muhammad Ashraf Ghani has asked the Ministry of Interior (MoI) to consider a pilot phase of the digital ID program for the Afghan ID program in Kabul after the news of delays for full implementation, according to minister.

Afghan lawmakers, meanwhile, have kept pressure on the central government to ensure timely and seamless implementation of the program. The new program is considered crucial for enhancing transparency in national elections, but has been a topic of national debate, with parliamentarians criticizing the government for delay.

NRC Assists Displaced Women Build Homes

KARUL - The NRC, an international organization, has launched a program to assist Afghan women and children who have been displaced by conflict.

The fund, which to 305,000 Afghan women and children, is disbursed through a network of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and women's networks, is designed to help women gain access to training and start their own businesses.

According to the NRC, the fund will support women in various sectors, including health, education, and social services.

Jalrez Situation Virtually Under Control as Forces Retake Posts

The situation in the Jalrez area is under control, with all nine police stations under the control of Afghan security forces. The police stations were taken over by the Taliban after the fall of the government in March. However, the security situation remains tense, with sporadic clashes between security forces and Taliban fighters.

Banyan Protesters Criticize Govt. on Jalrez Fight

KARUL - The Ministry of Interior (MoI) has confirmed that 50 Afghan police were killed during the Jalrez battle. The Taliban have been accused of using civilians as human shields during the fight.

Afghanistan Customs Revenue Up by 7.4%

The government has reported a significant increase in customs revenue, reaching 12% of GDP. The increase is attributed to improved border control and increased trade.

Scores of Rebels Dead in Faraby Airstrike

MAMANA - At least 20 Taliban insurgents were killed in an air strike by the Afghan Air Force on the outskirts of Mamina. The operation was conducted by the Afghan Air Force and targeted an area believed to be occupied by the Taliban.

MSF Condemns Violence Against Women

KARUL - Medical Services for Children and Families (MSF) has condemned the violence against women in Afghanistan, including honor killings,gender-based violence, and other forms of violence against women.

The organization called for the protection of women's rights and the implementation of international human rights law.